AC Planned Water Outage Begins June 30

The extended planned domestic hot water outage on the Agricultural Campus begins Friday evening, June 30 and will remain in place until at least August 31.

Steam and hot water will be unavailable due to continued conversion of the campus heat distribution system from steam to hot water lines.

Many buildings on campus will be unaffected as they have their own electrically based domestic hot water tanks, but we realize there may be inconvenience and disruption to some essential campus services during this time. Equipment such as autoclaves, sterilizers, cage washers etc will not work. Users will only have access to cold water in washrooms in the buildings not listed below.

Please share this information as necessary with all key contacts and stakeholders in your building.

Buildings which will be unaffected as they have hot water tanks

Athletic Centre
Fraser, Chapman, & Truman
Jenkins Hall
RAC
New Cox
Dairy Building
Poultry
Hancock

If you are concerned about your area, particularly because of any research, farming, teaching, or accommodation activities, please contact project manager Stephanie MacKenzie as follows:

stephanie.mackenzie@dal.ca